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Navigating the ever-changing
landscape of agricultural production
practices and inputs is a challenge.
Nebraska Extension is a resource for
agricultural producers.
My first year in TAPS I used 240lbs of nitrogen. I
thought I would be on the low end of nitrogen to find
out I applied the second most with a yield in the middle.
I used 220lbs with 215bu/acre yield in 2019. The winner
of TAPS in 2019 won with 180lbs. I decided to try it on
my farm. In 2020 I applied 180lbs with 228bu/acre. The
TAPS program is an excellent learning opportunity. We
get to see what works for others and get a chance to
try out some new ag tech through the program which is
FREE! I plan to participatie for many years as I will learn
something each year. – Ryne McDaniel
of those
that had
expectations
on competing said TAPS
“met” or “exceeded” their
expectations.

98%

87%

of the
participants
are thinking about
or starting to adopt
one or more nitrogen
management tools

“The TAPS program
unleashes the power of
individual motivation,
creativity, and innovation,
directly engaging
stakeholders in finding
efficient and profitable
ways to manage crop
production.”
- Dr. Daran Rudnick

91%

of those
responding,
said they actively share
their TAPS experience
with others.
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Nebraska Extension is the go-to resource for Nebraskans as they
seek unbiased research, proven science and just plain good advice.
Nebraska Extension helps farmers adopt new technologies that reduce
input costs, improve water quality, and increase production and
profitability. Extension research on Nebraska farms helps producers
evaluate the effectiveness of crop inputs and innovative management
practices. From exploring the viability of diverse crops to managing

8,688

Private pesticide
applicators training
with Nebraska
Extension and
certifying in 2020.

the threats of pests, disease and weather extremes to protecting public
lands and waterways—Nebraska Extension brings University resources
to and has its imprint on millions of acres across Nebraska.

2020 Crop Scout Trainings
“Today’s conference was extremely helpful, especially for young
agronomists. It gave the participants more insight into the topics
covered. The information attained will be extremely helpful during
the upcoming growing season as well as other future growing
seasons.”
— 2020 Crop Scout Training Participant

Nebraska On-Farm Research Network

Since 1989, Nebraska Extension
has been partnering with
Nebraska producers to answer
agricultural production questions
through research on their own
farms.

$17.2 million

Total value of Nebraska
On-Farm Research to
those who participated
in 2020 Results Update

